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Associate with higher education public policies, in 2017, the Policy no. 389(1), of the Coordination 

for the Improvement of Higher Education Personnel (CAPES in Portuguese), institutes the professional 

doctorate, almost two decades after the professional masters, which emerged in the 2000s. These aim 

to meet the social, technological, organizational, professional and of the labor market needs, filling the 

gaps of the academic masters and doctorate courses created in the 70’s and 80’s, respectively.

The Professional Doctorate in Nursing Care Management, linked to the Federal University of Santa 

Catarina, is one of the first seven approved in Brazil during the 182th meeting of the Technical Scientific 

Council of Higher Education(2). Certainly, there are new challenges in the consolidation of professional 

doctorate with regards the integrated articulation of vocational training with different education and health 

entities, aiming to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of these public and private organizations and 

the production and transfer of the knowledge produced for the society.

The formation of Professional Masters and Doctors will be aimed at developing skills and competences 

with a different profile of the Academic, since it is centered on specific lines and articulated with the 

domain of professional practice in a determined field. This specialized instrumentalization requires 

methodological expertise for applied research and product development in the field of professional 

practice, which results not only focused on the existing research and technology laboratories in academic 

units, but also of new clinical research or nursing and health care frameworks(3).
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The graduates of these courses should be able to argue to support their ideas/creations: systematization, 

models, processes, protocols, techniques, products, registration of productions and intellectual properties 

and patents, instruments and processes of dissemination/socialization, such as it is foreseen in the 

profile, objectives and pedagogical models of the respective courses.

To this end, the development of competencies and skills is predicted, such as: mastery of team 

coordination techniques and enterprises aimed at the generation of processes and products and their use 

in practice; methods and techniques of evaluation of the impact; mastery of educational techniques and 

training of other nursing professionals to read, understand and transfer knowledge to their professional 

practice of care. This requires nurses to master and share with other nursing professional categories 

applied research, which implies the production, implementation and continuous evaluation of new 

practices that support professional practices and to meet complexity of health care in an interdisciplinary 

way, including the social, political and organizational demands of the Unified Health System.

Thus, it is expected, with this new training profile, that there will be an increase in the production 

and transfer of knowledge produced, for the creation and application of technological and innovation 

processes focused on professional practices, in addition to achieving more direct impacts on the 

improvement. nursing care in different national and international scenarios. The profile of the authors, 

their formation and mastery of the knowledge produced, such as technological knowledge and 

knowledge, will generate new structures and forms of texts to be published, as well as greater access 

and reading of publications in scientific journals, especially by nurses linked to health care services(4).

From this perspective, the challenge lies in the effective participation of nursing journals with open 

spaces and dialogue in the scientific and technological community, for the perception, interpretation and 

prospecting of advancement opportunities for publications, as well as the experiences of building new 

practices that are innovative products whose text structure may differ from theoretical and philosophical 

studies, but maintaining the same theoretical and methodological rigor. Moreover, to identify and to 

promote new ways in the transfer of knowledge of the nurse and the generation of advanced technologies, 

aiming at their scientific and technological distinction, social insertion, consolidation and strengthening 

of their identity as a profession.

Finally, I congratulate Brazilian Nurses for the advances already made, certain that the recognition 

and appreciation of the nurse profession will be the result of a professional practice sustained in science 

and in different and highly resolving technologies, following and competing with the best practices. 

technological development from other continents, incorporating the challenges of human, social and 

ethical interactions of the meaning and value of life and nature.

And To the Revista Baiana de Enfermagem, I hope that it will continue conquering new indexes 

on the merits of the trajectory of contributions to Northeast, Brazilian and Latin American Nursing and 

perspectives of themes that arouse the growing interest, especially from researchers, professionals and 

students. nursing, health and the community at large
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